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 Or it ma.} be Juc to genera:, perhaps toxic, conditions, in which case
all higher mental activity is impaired whatever its nature, and the de-
mand is no longer, as in boredom, for change of work but for rest
from it.
In the second place, in some situations prolonged mental work may
result in temporarily increased, not immediately in lessened, mental
activity and in temporary feelings of excitement or even of exaltation,
not immediately in feelings of weariness (M. Smith, 1916).
In the third place, we might at first be disposed, on grounds of physio-
logical analogy, to attribute mental 'fatigue' to the exhaustion of locally
a\ailable mental "energy'. But the only psychological evidence in favour
of such a view of mental fatigue relates to structures outside the central
nervous system, for example, the effects on consciousness produced by
stimulating the hprotopathic" or kspot' system of sensibility. These effects
can be easily observed in the skin where the re-excitation of any one
heat spot or cold spot immediately after its previous stimulation will fail
to elicit a second sensation. Its previous response, comparable it has
been supposed to an explosion, has apparently resulted in a complete
exhaustion of available 'energy': rest is needed for its recovery.
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 2-MENTAL FATIGUE AND ADAPTATION
There are other sensations which do not show signs of such apparent
exhaustion and in which the phenomena of 'adaptation1 result from
prolonged, or very rapidly repeated, excitation. For example, a not too
intense colour stimulus, or a moderately warm or cool temperature
stimulus, when continuously applied, ceases gradually and ultimately
to give rise to a sensation of colour or of temperature, But this condi-
tion, if it can be usefully described under the general head of Tatigue'—
although, like 'boredom', it falls strictly under the accepted general
definition of 'fatigue'—is peculiar in that if, when such adaptation has
been established, a 'neutral' stimulus is substituted, i.e. a normally
colourless stimulus, or a stimulus which is normally sensed as neither
warm nor cold, an opposite or contrasting sensation at once develops—a
green sensation if the previous stimulus had been red, a warm sensation
if the previous stimulus had been cool. Clearly, the state of diminished
and finally abolished reaction to the colour or temperature stimulus
reached here is not one of exhaustion, but rather a balanced condition,
at a particular level, of equilibrium between two antagonistic, contrast-
ing, and mutually inhibiting processes, one now to a certain degree
'tired', the other better prepared for activity.
It is noteworthy that an apparently similar 'adaptation' within the
central nervous system ensues after prolonged subjection to conditions
evoking moderate pleasure or displeasure. A kind of 'adaptation'—not
a state of mere 'fatigue'—is at length established; the feeling-tone, say
of displeasure, gradually disappears, giving place to a 'neutral' feeling-

